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In this article the images of the Poisson transform on the degenerate series
representations attached to the Shilov boundary of a bounded symmetric domain
of tube type are considered. We characterize the images by means of second-order
differential equations.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X=GK be a Riemannian symmetric space of the noncompact type.
Kashiwara et al. [9] proved the so-called Helgason’s conjecture; the
Poisson transform maps the space B(GP, L*) of hyperfunction-valued
sections of a spherical principal series representation, which attaches to
the Furstenberg boundary GP of X, bijectively onto an eigenspace
A(GK, M*) of invariant differential operators on X under certain condi-
tion on the parameter * # ac*. Here P is a minimal parabolic subgroup
of G.
Hereafter we assume that X is an irreducible bounded symmetric domain
of tube type. We consider the problem of characterizing the image of the
Poisson transform on the space B(GP5 ; s) (s # C) of hyperfunction-valued
sections of a degenerate principal series representation attached to the
Shilov boundary GP5 of X. Here P5 is a certain maximal parabolic sub-
group of G. The degenerate series representation B(GP5 ; s) is a G-sub-
module of a spherical principal series representation B(GP, L*s ) for some
*s # ac* and its image under the Poisson transform is a G-submodule of an
eigenspace A(GK, M* s ) of invariant differential operators.
Let r denote the rank of X and assume that r>1. Let m$ denote the mul-
tiplicity of the short restricted roots. Let g and k be the Lie algebras of G
and K respectively and g=k+p be a Cartan decomposition. Let z be the
center of k. We choose an element Z # - &1 z such that (ad Z)2 is 1 on pc .
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Let p+ (resp. p&) be the +1 (resp. &1) eigenspace of ad Z in pc . We have
GP5&KK5 , where (K, K5) is a compact symmetric pair. Let { denote the
corresponding involution of k and k=k5q be the decomposition into
eigenspaces of {. Notice that q contains z. Let [Ej] be a basis of p+ and
[Ej*] be the dual basis of p& with respect to the Killing form of g. We con-
sider the element of U(gc)qc defined by
Hq=:
i, j
EiEj*p([Ej , Ei*]),
where p denotes the orthogonal projection of kc onto qc .
We state the main result of this paper:
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.1). Assume s # C satisfies the condition,
&s& 12m$(&r+2+i )  [1, 2, ...] for i=0 and 1.
Then the Poisson transform is a G-isomorphism of B(GP5 ; s) onto the space
of analytic functions u on X that satisfy
Hq u=
\s+1+m$2 (r&1)+\s&1&
m$
2
(r&1)+
8(2+m$(r&1))2
uZ.
In the cases of trivial infinitesimal character, i.e., the eigenspace consists
of harmonic functions, there are several works in this direction by Hua
[6], Kora nyi and Malliavin [13], Johnson [7], Johnson and Kora nyi
[8], Berline and Vergne [1], and Lassalle [14]. Lassalle [14] proved
Theorem 1.1 in this case. Our proof for general s # C follows closely the
proof therein. For Siegel’s upper half planes, Sekiguchi [21] proved
Theorem 1.1 with more assumptions on differential equations.
To prove that our differential equations indeed characterize the image
of the Poisson transform, we use the theory of the systems of differential
equations with regular singularities investigated in [10, 17, 18], and a
realization of the Riemannian symmetric space [16], both of which played
important roles in the proof of Helgason’s conjecture.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notation
and several properties for Hermitian symmetric spaces and review the main
results of [9, 16]. In Section 3, we define representations on the Shilov
boundary and the Poisson transforms for them. We introduce the Hua
operator following [8, 14], prove that the image of the Poisson transform
satisfies the Hua equations, and show that solutions of the Hua equations
are joint eigenfunctions of invariant differential operators by using a result
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of Yan [22]. In Section 4, we review on induced equations that boundary
values satisfy following [18, 19], and complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
After we wrote the first draft of this article, Professor Helgason and
Professor Kora nyi informed us that Proposition 3.2 and (3.9) were shown
by Faraut and Kora nyi [2] and that Kora nyi has an unpublished work on
the same subject as ours. Namely he proved Theorem 1.1 for Re s>12m$(r&1)
(i.e., Re *s # a*+). His method seems nearly the same as ours, except for the
treatement of induced equations. We consider induced equations by using
Oshima’s theory of differential equations with regular singularities. Instead,
he considers induced equations by using a Fatou-type theorem.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
2.1. Notation
Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers. For a real Lie algebra or
real vector space b let bc denote the complexification of b. We adopt the
usual notational conventions; Lie groups are denoted by Roman capitals,
and its Lie algebras by corresponding lower case Gothic letters.
We recall some notation and well known results without proof. For
details we refer to [4, 14, 20] and references therein.
Let G be a connected simple Lie group with finite center and let K be a
maximal compact subgroup of G. Let g=kp be the corresponding
Cartan decomposition of Lie algebras. Suppose GK is a Hermitian sym-
metric space of tube type of rank greater than one. Let % denote the corre-
sponding Cartan involution of G and g. We have a compact real form
u=k+- &1 p that is dual to g. Let & (resp. &) denote conjugation with
respect to the real form g (resp. u) of gc .
Let z be the center of k, then z is of dimension one. There exists an
element Z # - &1 z such that (ad Z)2 is 1 on pc . Let p+ (resp. p&) be the
+1-eigenspace (resp. &1-eigenspace) of ad Z in pc . Then p\ is Abelian
and [p+, p&]=kc .
Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of k, then t is a Cartan subalgebra of g also.
Let 2 denote the root system of (gc , tc), 2c the set of the compact roots,
and 2n the set of the noncompact roots. For # # 2 let g#/gc denote the root
space for #. We choose a set of positive roots 2+ such that p+=# # 2n+ g# ,
where 2+n =2
+ & 2n .
Let B denote the Killing form of gc . For each # # 2 we choose vectors
H# # tc , E# # g# , and E&# # g&# such that
&E#=&E&# , [E# , E&#]=H# .
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Consequently we have :(H:)=2 and
B(E: , E&:)=
2
(:, :)
.
For : # 2+n put
X:=E:+E&: , Y:=- &1 (E:&E&:).
Let [#1 , ..., #r] be a maximal set of strongly orthogonal noncompact
roots, such that #j is the highest element of 2+n strongly orthogonal to
#j+1 , ..., #r , for j=r, ..., 1. We put
X0= :
r
j=1
X# j , E0= :
r
j=1
E# j .
The space a=rj=1 RX# j is a maximal abelian subspace of p. Let c be
the Cayley transform of gc given by c=Ad exp(?4)(E 0&E0). Let t&=
rj=1 R - &1 H#j and t
+=[H # t; #j (H )=0, j=1, ..., r], then t=t+ t&.
Since c(H# j )=X#j , we have c(t
&)=- &1 a.
Let 7 be the set of restricted roots of the pair (g, a) and 7+ be the set
of positive roots in 7 consistent with 2+ through the Cayley transform.
We put ;j=#j b (c&1 | a) for 1 j r. Then by the classification, 7+ is of
the form
7+=[;i , 12 (;j\;k); 1ir, 1k< j r].
The Weyl group W of the root system 7 acts as the group of all permuta-
tions and sign changes of the set [;1 , ..., ;r], so W is isomorphic to the
semidirect product of (Z2Z)r and the symmetric group Sr . For : # 7 let
s: # W denote the reflection in the hyperplane :(H )=0. We put
:i= 12 (;r+1&i&;r&i )(1ir&1), :r=;1 .
Then 9=[:1 , ..., :r] is the set of simple roots in 7+. Let [H1 , ..., Hr] be
the basis of a which is dual to [:1 , ..., :r], i.e. Hi=i&1j=0 X# r& j
(1ir&1) and Hr=12X0 . For : # 7 let g:/g be the root space for :
and m:=dim g: be its multiplicity. We put \= 12 : # 7 + m::. The multi-
plicity of the roots ;j ( j=1, ..., r) is 1. We put m12(\; j \;k)=m$ for
1 j{kr.
For any * # ac* let A* be the element of ac determined by B(H, A*)=
*(H ) for all H # a. For *, + # ac* we put (*, +)=B(A* , A+).
Let A be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to a. Let
n+=: # 7 + g
: and n&=%(n+). Let N+ and N& be the corresponding
analytic subgroups of G. We have the Iwasawa decomposition
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G=KAN+=KAN&. Let M be the centralizer of a in K and m be its Lie
algebra. The subgroup P=MAN+ is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G.
For each subset 3/9 let P3 be the corresponding standard parabolic
subgroup of G with the Langlands decomposiion P3=M3A3N+3 such
that A3/A. Let a(3) denote the orthogonal complement of a3 in a
with respect to B. Put K3=M3 & K and define a closed subgroup B3=
K3A3N+3 of G.
We put
5=[:1 , ..., :r&1]/9.
Then we have
:5=RX0 , a(5 )= :
r&1
i=1
R(X# i&X#i+1 ).
We decompose n\ into two parts n\=n\5 +n
\(5 ), where
n\5 = :
jk
g\(12)( ; j+; k), n(5)\= :
j>k
g\(12)( ;j&; k).
Then we have p5=m+a+n++n(5 )&.
The space GP=KM is the Furstenberg boundary and GP5 is the
Shilov boundary of GK. The pair (K, K5) is a compact symmetric pair. Let
{ denote the corresponding involution of K and k. We have a decomposi-
tion of k into eigenspaces of {;
k=k5q.
Notice that q contains z.
2.2. Eigenspaces of Invariant Differential Operators
We review the main result of [9], which gives a characterization of the
image of the Poisson transform. We also refer to [20, Chapter 5].
For a real analytic manifold X we denote by B(X ) the space of all hyper-
functions on X. For * # ac* we define
B(GP, L*)=[ f # B(G ); f (gman)=e(*&\)(log a)f (g)
g # G, m # M, a # A, n # N+].
For any element f of B(GP; L*), we define the Poisson integral P* f by
P* f (gK )=|
K
f (gk) dk.
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Here dk denotes the invariant measure on K with total measure 1. For
* # ac* we define
P*(gK )=exp (&*&\, H( g&1)).
We have
P* f (gK )=|
K
P*(k&1g) f (k) dk. (2.1)
For * # ac* let .* denote the Poisson integral of the function
1* # B(GP; L*) with 1* | K=1, i.e.,
.*(gK)=|
K
exp (&*&\, H( g&1k)) dk.
The functions .* are called zonal spherical functions.
Let D(GK ) denote the algebra of invariant differential operators on
GK. We have the HarishChandra isomorphism
#: D(GK )[S(ac)W,
where S(ac)W denote the set of W-invariant elements in the symmetric
algebra S(ac). The characters of D(GK) are given by /*(D)=#(D)(*)
(* # ac*, D # D(GK)). For * # ac* let A(GK, M*) denote the space of all
real analytic functions on GK satisfying the system of differential equa-
tions,
M* : Du=/*(D)u, D # D(GK).
Theorem 2.1 [9]. If * # ac* satisfies the condition
&2
(*, :)
(:, :)
 [1, 2, 3, ...] for all : # 7+, (2.2)
then the Poisson transform P* is a G-isomorphism of B(GP; L*) onto
A(GK, M*). The inverse of P* is given by the boundary value map up to a
non-zero constant multiple.
2.3. Boundary Value Maps
We review a realization of a symmetric space and the theory of differen-
tial equations with regular singularities, both of which plays an important
role in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We refer to [10, 16, 20] for details.
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We put n=dim n+. For t # Rr put sgn t=(sgn t1 , ..., sgn tr) # [&1, 0, 1]r,
3t=[:i ; ti{0], and
at=exp \& :t j{0 log |tj | Hj+ .
Two elements (g, t) and (g$, t$) of G_Rr are said to be equivalent if
sgn t=sgn t$ and gat B3t=g$at$B3t$ . Let X be the quotient space of G_R
r
by this equivalence relation. The space X is a connected and simply con-
nected compact real analytic manifold and G acts analytically on it. We
identify GK with the image of G_(0, )r and GP with a unique compact
G-orbit in X , which corresponds to t=0.
Let 7+$ consists of the elements of 7+ each repeated according to its
multiplicity. For : # 7+$ choose X&: # g&: such that [X&: ; : # 7+$] forms
a basis of n&. Let
Y= :
: # 7 +$
c&: X&:+ :
r
i=1
ciHi # n&+a.
For : # ac* we denote t:=t(:, H 1)1 } } } t
(:, Hr)
r . By [16, (2.13)], Y determines
the vector field on N&_Rr ;
:
: # 7 +$
c&:t:X&:& :
r
i=1
citi

ti
. (2.3)
Any invariant differential operator on GK extends analytically to X and
the system M* has regular singularities along the walls tj=0 ( j=1, ..., r)
with the edge GP. The characteristic exponents are given by
sw=(sw, 1 , ..., sw, r) # Cr (w # W) where
sw, i=( \&w*, Hi ).
Condition (2.2) is equivalent with
s1&sw  Nr"[0] for all w # W.
Under assumption (2.2) we can define the boundary value map
; * : A(GK, M*)  B(GP, L*),
such that ; * b P*=C0 id where C0 is a non-zero constant (c.f. [9, Section 6]).
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3. THE POISSON TRANSFORMS AND THE
HUA EQUATIONS
3.1. Representations on the Shilov Boundary
We define the linear form \$ on a5 by
\$(X0)=r.
Since \= 12 
r
i=1 (1+m$(i&1)) ;i , \5=\ |a 5 is given by
\5=\1+m$2 (r&1)+ \$.
For s # C we define
B(GP5 ; s)=[ f # B(G ); f (gman)=e(s\$&\ 5)(log a)f ( g),
g # G, m # M5 , a # A5 , n # N+5 ].
Then B(GP5 ; s) is a left G-module. By the decomposition G=KP5 , the
restriction from G to K gives an isomorphism of B(GP5 ; s) onto
B(KK5). For H # a, let Ha 5 # a5 be the element such that H&Ha 5 # a(5 ).
For s # C we define *s # ac* by
*s(H )=(s\$&\5)(Ha 5)+\(H )
=
1
2
:
r
i=1 \s+m$ \&
r+1
2
+i++ ;i (H ), (H # ac*).
Then we have
B(GP5 ; s)/B(GP, L*s ). (3.1)
3.2. The Poisson Integrals
The Poisson integral of a function f # B(GP5 ; s) is defined by
Ps f (gK )=|
K
f (gK ) dk. (3.2)
By (3.1), we have
Ps(B(GP5 ; s))/A(GK, M* s).
For g # G, we denote by H5( g) the unique element of a5 such that
g # KM5 exp(H5(g)) N+5 . For s # C we define the Poisson kernel Ps by
Ps(gK)=exp (&s\$&\5 , H5(g&1)) .
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A straightforward calculation shows that
(Ps f )(gK)=|
K
Ps(k&1g) f (k) dk. (3.3)
The following proposition shows that we are in one of the situations
where the Poisson transform P* is not a surjective map (cf. [3, 9]). We
learned the following simple proof from Prof. Kora nyi.
Proposition 3.1. Let w0 # W be the longest element in Sr . Then we have
Pw 0*s(B(GP, Lw 0*s))=Ps(B(GP5 ; s)).
Proof. Since (s\$+\5 , H5(g))#(w0*s+\, H(g)), we have Ps=Pw 0*s .
The Proposition follows from (2.1) and (3.3). K
3.3. The Hua Equations
We review the construction of the Hua operators. We refer to [8] and
[14]. Let [Ei] be a basis of p+ and [Ej*] be the dual basis of p& with
respect to B. Let U(gc) denote the universal enveloping algebra of gc . We
consider the element of U(gc) kc defined by
H=:
i, j
EiEj*[Ej , Ei*],
which does not depend on the basis. Notice that H defines a homogeneous
differential operator from C(GK) to the C-sections of G_K kc .
For X # kc define
QX=:
j
[X, Ej ] Ej* # U(gc). (3.4)
Let V be a linear subspace of k, Vc be its complexification, and p be the
orthogonal projection of kc onto Vc . We extend p on U(gc) k by
p(UX)=Up(X) (U # U(gc), X # kc).
We put
HV=p(H ) # U(gc)Vc .
Let [Xj] be a basis of Vc and [Xj*] be the dual basis with respect to B.
Then by [14, Proposition 1], we have
HV=:
j
QX j Xj*.
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Proposition 3.2. For any f in B(GP5 ; s), u=Ps f satisfies the differen-
tial equations;
Hu=
\s+1+m$2 (r&1)+\s&1&
m$
2
(r&1)+
8(2+m$(r&1))2
uZ. (3.5)
Proof. It is sufficient to show that Ps satisfies
HPs=
\s+1+m$2 (r&1)+\s&1&
m$
2
(r&1)+
8(2+m$(r&1))2
PsZ. (3.6)
Notice that Ps equals P1+(m$2)(r&1) to the power of (s+1+(m$2)(r&1))
(2+m$(r&1)). Berline and Vergne [1, Proposition 3.3 (ii)] proved (3.6)
for s=1+(m$2)(r&1). We can prove (3.6) easily in the same way as the
proof of [1, Proposition 3.3 (ii)]. So we omit it. K
We consider the following subsystem of (3.5);
Ns : Hqu=
\s+1+m$2 (r&1)+\s&1&
m$
2
(r&1)+
8(2+m$(r&1))2
uZ. (3.7)
We shall consider (3.7) as a system of differential equation on GK and call
it the system of the Hua equations. Let A(GK, Ns) denote the space of
hyperfunctions on GK that satisfy Ns .
3.4. Invariant Differential Equations
In this subsection we prove the following theorem. We follow the method
of the proof of Lassalle [14, Theorem 2], where this theorem was proved
in the case s\$=\5 .
Theorem 3.3. A(GK, Ns)/A(GK, M* s ).
First we prepare the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let f be a K-biinvariant functions on G such that
Ht & f=
\s+1+m$2 (r&1)+\s&1&
m$
2
(r&1)+
8(2+m$(r&1))2
fZ. (3.8)
Then f is a constant multiple of .* s .
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Proof. Consider the basis [H*#k , k=1, ..., r] of t
&
c , which is dual to
[H# k , k=1, ..., r] and the differential operators Ht &=
r
k=1 Q
H # k H*# k .
Lassalle [14, Theorem 5] computed the radial parts of QH # k (k=1, ..., r).
We fix a coordinate system Rr % t=(t1 , ..., tr) [ exp(rk=1 (tk2) X# k ) # A,
such that the Weyl group W acts as the group of all permutations and sign
changes of the coordinates (t1 , ..., tr). A straightforward calculation and
[14, Theorem 5] show that the radial parts of the system of equation (3.8)
become
Dk f=
1
4 \s+1+
m$
2
(r&1)+\s&1&m$2 (r&1)+ f, (k=1, ..., r), (3.9)
where
Dk=
2
t2k
+coth tk

tk
+
m$
4
:
r
j=1
j{k
\coth \tk+tj2 +\

tk
+

tj+
+coth \tk&tj2 +\

tk
&

tj++ .
Assume that f is a K-biinvariant solution of (3.8). By [14, Remark 1],
f is an eigenfunction of the LaplaceBeltrami operator, hence it is analytic.
Thus f |A is a W-invariant solution of (3.9) that is analytic. Under the
change of coordinate xj=&sinh2 12 tj ( j=1, ..., r) the system (3.9) becomes
2k(a, b, c; m$2) f=abf, (k=1, ..., r), (3.10)
where
2k(a, b, c; m$2)=xk(1&xk)
2
x2k
+(c&m$2(r&1)
&(a+b+1&m$2(r&1))xk)

xk
+
m$
2
:
r
j=1
j{k
\xk(1&xk)xk&xj

xk
&
xj (1&xj )
xk&xj

xj+ ,
and
a=
1
2
(&s+c), b=
1
2
(s+c), c=1+
m$
2
(r&1).
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Yan [22, Theorem 2.1] proved that up to a constant multiple there exists
a unique symmetric function which satisfies (3.10), analytic at x=0. Notice
that
.* s=P1 1* s ,
therefore, by Proposition 3.2, .*s is a solution of (3.10). Therefore f is a
constant multiple of .*s . K
We come back to the proof of Theorem 3.3. Let f # A(GK, Ns). We fix
g # G and put
8(x)=|
K
f (gkx) dk, x # G.
Since each element of U(gc) acts as a left G-invariant differential operator,
8 is a K-biinvariant solution of (3.8). By Proposition 3.4, 8(x)=
8(e) .*s (x), hence
|
K
f (gkx) dk=f (g) .*s (x), g, x # G.
By [5, Chapter IV, Proposition 2.4], f # A(GK, M* s ).
4. IMAGE OF THE POISSON TRANSFORM
4.1. The Main Result
Our main result is the following;
Theorem 4.1. Assume s # C satisfies the condition,
&s& 12m$(&r+2+i )  [1, 2, 3, ...] for i=0 and 1. (4.1)
Then the Poisson transform Ps is a G-isomorphism of B(GP5 ; s) onto
A(GK, Ns).
Notice that condition (4.1) is equivalent to condition (2.2) for *=*s .
To prove the theorem we show that the induced equations of the Hua
system for boundary values on GP characterize the space B(GP5 ; s). If
*s=\, Johnson [7], Johnson and Kora nyi [8], and Berline and Vergne
[1] already considered differential equations for boundary values induced
by the Hua equations. Sekiguchi [21] considered induced equations of the
Hua equations in the case of Siegel’s upper half planes. We closely follow
the method of [21].
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4.2. Induced Equations
First we recall the notion of induced equations that boundary values
satisfy. We refer to Oshima [1719] for precise statements and proof.
Assume that * satisfies condition (2.2). We use the local coordinate system
(t, x) of X for describing induced equations. Put Dx=(x1 , ..., xn). If
u(t, x) # A(GK, M*) satisfies a differential equation
P(t, x, t1 t1 , ..., trtr , Dx) u(t, x)=0, (4.2)
then the boundary value ; *(u) satisfies the induced equation
P(0, x, s1, 1 , ..., s1, r , Dx) ; *(u)(x)=0. (4.3)
Notice that
P(0, x, s1, 1 , ..., s1, r , Dx)=t&s 1 P(t, x, t1t1 , ..., trtr , Dx) ts1 | t a 0 .
We apply the above statement to the Hua equations. Let s be the
orthogonal complement of t& in q with respect to B. We put
S;=E;&{E; , where {=c2. Here c is the Cayley transform defined in Sec-
tion 2. Let [S;*; ; # 2+c ] denote the basis of sc that is dual to [S; ; ; # 2
+
c ]
with respect to the Killing form. We consider the subsystem Hsu=0 of the
Hua system (3.5).
We fix ; # 2+c such that ; | t &=
1
2 (#i&#i&1) (2ir). From the
Iwasawa decomposition g=kan& and the Poincare BirkoffWitt
theorem it follows that
U(gc)=U(gc) kcU(n&c ac).
Let ?1 be the projection of U(gc) to U(n&c ac) with respect to this
decomposition. For U # U(gc) let ?~ 1(U ) denote the differential operator
on N&_Rr corresponding to ?1(U ) # U(n&c ac). We will show that
t&1r&i+1?~ 1(Q
S; ) is well-defined on N&_Rr and calculate the induced equa-
tion for t&1r&i+1?~ 1(Q
S; )u=0. Here QS; is a differential operator defined in
(3.4). Notice that tr&i+1=t (12)( ;i&; i&1). The operator ?~ 1(QS ; ) is a sum of
products of vector fields of the form (2.3). If t&1r&i+1?~ 1(Q
S ; ) has analytic
coefficients on N_Rr, then its induced operator is given by putting t=0
and Hj [ s1, j ( j=1, ..., r). Here the characteristic exponent s1 for *s is
given by
s1=(s1, 1 , ..., s1, r)=\ p(s), 2p(s), ..., (r&1) p(s), r2 p(s)+ , (4.4)
where p(s)=&s+(m$2)(r&1)+1. Let !s(QS ; ) denote the induced
operator obtained from t&1r&i+1?~ 1(Q
S ; ) by the above procedure.
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For X # gc let k(X ) # kc be the element determined by X&k(X ) #
acn&c . The following lemma follows immediately from the definition.
Lemma 4.2. Let X # gc and Y # U(gc).
?1(XY )=?1([k(X), Y])+?1(X ) ?1(Y ).
We recall formulas that give Iwasawa decompositions of root vectors:
Proposition 4.3 ([1, Formula 4.6]). Let : # 2+n such that : | t &=
1
2 (;i+;j ) with i> j.
(i) If X # g: , X=[E&# i , X]&c([E&# i , X])+c([E&# i , [E&# j , X]]).
(ii) If X # g&: , X=[E# i , X]+c([E# j , X])+c(X ).
(iii) E#k=&
1
2 H#k+
1
2 X# k+c(E&# k).
(iv) E&# k=
1
2H#k+
1
2X#k&c(E&# k).
In decompositions in (i) and (ii), the first term is in kc , the second term is in
n(5 )&c , and the third term is in n
&
5c . In decompositions in (iii) and (iv), the
first term is in kc , the second term is in ac , and the third term is in n&5c .
Put ; =#i&#i&1&;. Notice that ; is a root in 2+n such that
; | t&= 12 (#i&#i&1). For *, + # 2n let N*, + be the constant defined by
[E* , E+]=N*, +E*++ .
We put
8+1 =[: # 2
+
n ; : | t &=
1
2 (#i&1+#k), k<i],
8+2 =[: # 2
+
n ; : | t &=
1
2 (#i&1+#k), ki].
For * and + in 2n we have ?1(E*E+*)=?1(E+*E*), since [p+, p&]=kc .
We prepare the following two propositions, which can be obtained by
making some modifications on [14, Proposition 26, 27] suitable for our
setting.
Proposition 4.4. Let : # 8+2 .
(i) If *=:+; is a root, then we have
!s(E* E:*)={14(:, :) N# i&1 , &: p(s) c(E&; )0
if *=#i ,
if *{#i .
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(ii) If *=:+; is a root, then we have
!s(E: E**)={14(#i , #i ) N:, &# i p(s) c(E&; )0
if *=#i ,
if *{#i .
Proof. We prove (i). Put *=:+;. Then * | t &= 12(#i+#k) with ki. It
follows from Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 (ii) that
?1(E*E:*)=?1(E:*E*)=?1(E:*) ?1(E*).
If k>i it follows from (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4.3 that
?1(E:*) ?1(E*)=(c([E# i&1 , E:*])+c(E:*))(&c([E# &k , E*])
+c([E&# k , [E&# i , E*]])).
By (2.3) we have
?~ 1(E*E:*)=(t (12)( ; k&;i&1)c([E# i&1 , E:*])+t
(12)( ; k+; i&1)c(E:*))
} (&t(12)( ;k&; i )c([E# &k , E*])
+t(12)( ; k+; i )c([E&# k , [E&#i , E*]])).
Thus we have !s(t(12)( ; i&1&; i )?~ 1(E*E:*))=t (12)( ; i&1&; i )?~ 1(E*E:*) | t a 0=0.
If k=i it follows from (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 4.3 that
?1(E:*) ?1(E#i )=(c([E# i&1 , E:*])+c(E:*))(
1
2X# i+c(E&#i )).
By (2.3) we have
?~ 1(E#i E:*)=(t
(12)( ; i&;i&1)c([E# i&1 , E:*])+t
(12)( ; i&1+;i )c(E:*))
_( 12X# i+t
; i c(E&#i )).
Thus we have
!s(t(12)( ; i&1&;i )?~ 1(E*E:*))=
1
2
p(s) c([E# i&1 , E:*])
=
(:, :)
4
N#i&1 , &: p(s) c(E&; ).
We can prove (ii) in a similar way. K
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Proposition 4.5. Let : # 8+1 .
(i) If *=:+; is a root, then we have
!s(E*E:*)={
&c([E# i&1 , [E&# i , [E:*, E*]]])+Cp(s) c(E&; )
if k=i&1,
&c([E# i&1 , [E&# i , [E:*, E*]]])
if k{i&1,
where C=&14(#i&1 , #i&1) N&# i , #i&1+; .
(ii) If *=:+; is a root, then we have
!s(E: E**)={c([E: , E**])+14(*, *) N# i&1 , &* p(s) c(E&; )c([E: , E**])
if k=i&1,
if k{i&1.
Proof. We prove (i). We can prove (ii) in a similar way. Put *=:+;.
Then *= 12 (#i+#k) with k<i. By Proposition 4.3(i) k(E*)=[E&# , E*]. By
Lemma 4.2 we have
?1(E*E:*)=?1([[E&#i , E*], E:*])+?1(E*) ?1(E:*).
By Proposition 4.3(ii) we have
?1([[E&# i , E*], E:*])=&c([E# i&1 , [E:*, [E&# i , E*]])
&c([E:*, [E&#i , E*]]),
hence
?~ 1([k(E*), E:*])=&t (12)( ; i&; i&1)c([E# i&1 , [E:*, [E&# i , E*]])
&t(12)( ; i+; i&1)c([E:*, [E&# i , E*]]).
Therefore we have
!s([k(E*), E:*])=&c([E# i&1 , [E:*, [E&# i , E*]]).
We can calculate !s(?1(E*) ?1(E:*)) in a similar manner as the proof of
Proposition 4.4. So we omit it. K
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1
By Theorem 2.1, Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show
that; *s (u) # B(GP5 ; s) for u # A(GK, Ns).
By [14, Proposition 24]
S;=E;&{E;=E;&=;E&; ,
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where =;=\1 such that
[E&# i , [E# i&1 , E;]]=[E# i&1 , [E# &i , E;]]==;E&; .
It follows from Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 that t&1r&i+1?~ 1(Q
X; ) is
a differential operator on N&_Rr with analytic coefficients. By Proposition
4.4 and Proposition 4.5 we can show easily by a similar computation as in
the proof of [14, Proposition 28, 29] that
!s(QS ; )==;(&r;+q;p(s)) c(E&; ), (4.5)
where
r;=& :
: # 8 1
+
(:, :)(;, ;)
(:+;, :+;)
N 2;, :
and
q;=
1
2
(#i , #i ) \1+ (;, ;)(#i&1+;, #i&1+;)+
are non-zero constants and p(s) is defined in (4.4). Let u # A(GK, Ns) and
assume that s satisfies condition (4.1). If
&r;+q; p(s){0 for all ; # 2+c , ; | t &=
1
2 (#i&#i&1)(2ir), (4.6)
then the induced system of Hs u=0 is
c(E&; ) ; *s (u)=0 for all ; # 2
+
c , ; | t&=
1
2 (#i&#i&1)(2ir). (4.7)
The proof of [14, Proposition 20] shows that X:; *s (u)=0 for all root
vectors X: for := 12 (;j&;k) with 1 j <kr. Thus ; *s (u) # B(GP5 ; s).
If s does not satisfy condition (4.6), we replace u(x, t) by tkr&i+1u(x, t)
and ?~ 1(QS ; ) by tkr&i+1?~ 1(Q
S; ) t&kr&i+1 for sufficiently large k # R. Then the
r&i+1th characteristic exponent becomes s1, r&i+1+k and other charac-
teristic exponents remain the same. Consequently the coefficient of the
right-hand side of (4.5) is replaced by a non-zeo constant. since the defini-
tion of the boundary value is independent of k (c.f. [10, Lemma 5.13]),
the induced system is still given by (4.7). Therefore we have ; * s (u) #
B(GP5 ; s).
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